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“The self, then, as a performed character, is not an organic thing that has a specific 

location, whose fundamental fate is to be born, to mature, and to die; it is a dramatic 

effect arising diffusely from a scene that is presented, and the characteristic issue, the 

crucial concern, is whether it will be credited or discredited.”- Erving Goffman 

 

“The mirror does not flatter, it faithfully shows whatever looks into it; namely, the face 

we never show the world because we cover it with the persona, the mask of the actor” 

- C.G. Jung 
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Abstract: 

 

The “Theory of the third persona” was created to serve as a way to describe the 

phenomena that most, if not all, people have multiple faces and are complicated beings.   

I have chosen to break it down into three different personas in order to more easily 

articulate nuances of perceived and secretive behavior to victims of crime and to criminal 

justice professionals as well as to simplify the response. 

 

The first persona is the face we show to the public in order to gain acceptance into public 

spaces. The second persona, the uninhibited, is “who we are” in private spaces with 

friends and/or family.  The third persona, the private, is who we are when nobody is 

watching. The private persona in most people include benign desires, habits or hobbies, 

but for some, the private persona is predatory and violent.   

 

The personas are fluid and flexible.  It is easy to shift the first and second persona at will 

in order to influence the way one is perceived. The theory is used to provide 

provide practical application and insight into the human experience in order to explain 

complicated relationships such as dating, domestic violence, sexual abuse, child abuse, 

sex buying... to name a few.  It also can be used to describe foundational human emotions 

embedded in spirituality or health.   

 

Many victims of sexual assault blame themselves for the behaviors of others and for not 

seeing the danger or addressing the so called “red flags” until after the assault. This form 

of self-blame is often debilitating for victim/survivors. Self-blame is a common reason 

many victims of sexual harassment and assault aren’t able to disclose their experience.  

Victim blaming also thrives with the belief the reported victim “should have known 

better” and “should not have trusted the reported abuser”. Of course, this is based on the 

behavior displayed during the assault, not the deception that proceeded the assault.  

 

The theory of the three personas helps us all to describe and understand that we all have 

many faces and we do not show our entire selves to everyone- or even anyone. 

There are negative, and sometimes harmful implications in failing to understand that the 

only character you can judge is the character you’ve been given to see. 
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Theory of the Third Person: the truth behind the faces 

 

Introduction: 

 

Throughout history, humankind has attempted to understand human behavior. In fact, this 

may be one of our greatest and most frustrating endeavors.  When Cain and Abel fought 

out the first sibling rivalries, Adam and Eve scratched their heads and tried to figure out 

how such “nice boy’s” could have done such a thing.  From the beginning of time – 

human beings have continued to deceive one another. Scheming, conniving, and deceit 

have been around since the very start – and continue on today. 

 

In modern times, criminologists and mental health professionals have striven to uncover 

the motives of human behavior in attempts to understand, predict, prevent, and punish 

criminal misconduct.  

 

It has long been believed that if we could understand human behavior and motivation, 

then that understanding would inherently allow us to somehow predict human behavior.  

It is often stated, one way or another, that in order to predict the future, we must 

understand the past- this idea is often applied to human behaviors both informally and 

formally as people move through the criminal justice system. 

 

This is a dangerous premise because if we only measure behavior based on what that 

individual has chosen to allow others to see, we inherently miss behaviors that nobody 

(but the victim) has seen.  Further, it is a safe assumption that when someone is engaging 

in illegal, violent or socially deviant behaviors, they will seek to hide that behavior 

through deception and grooming. 

 

There is no accurate way to predict human behavior. For example, even in the seemingly 

simple act of developing a relationship: “it is possible that when we know we will be 

seeing a lot of a person; we may be more motivated to see his or her good traits and to 

keep our interactions as positive as possible” (Crooks, Baur, 2002).  Human connection 

and belonging is very important to our wellbeing.  We all understand that “nobody is 

perfect”, thus we often choose to overlook negative aspects in order to cultivate 

relationship because most of us want to be accepted on some level.  

 

Further,  we all have a private persona and struggle with our own traits that seem to be 

“undesirable” to others.  So, with each person, we choose “what to share and what not to 

share” in order to avoid judgement and to be accepted. For most people, the private 

persona behaviors are rooted in the self: self-medication, eccentric hobbies, health issues, 

depression, eating disorders, porn use/addictions, romance novels... But for some, their 

private personas truly thrive in hurting others.   
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Some offenders are true predators and carefully cultivate public personas that mask and 

protect their predatory behaviors. They figuratively groom their communities into 

believing the public persona through acts of goodwill, being a civic leader, giving to 

charity, acting as a mentor...  They are able to mask negative traits from their 

communities, often for decades, giving them ample protection for the moment when 

negative traits are inadvertently reveled.   

 

Natural life variables are often difficult to predict for everyone, including predators. 

Changes in our homeostasis such as long trips, dealing with the dishonesty of others, and 

changes in our environment such as money problems, impending or actual divorce, loss 

of a child or parent, etc. often push inhibited and private personas into the public 

purview.  After decades of “good behavior”, their communities are well groomed to 

overlook or downright deny that that any negativity even exists. “In order to escape 
accountability for his crimes, the perpetrator does everything in his power to 
promote forgetting. If secrecy fails, the perpetrator attacks the credibility of his 
victim. If he cannot silence her absolutely, he tries to make sure no one listens” 
(Herman, 1992). 
 

Victims experience psychological harm in the form of secondary victimization at the 

hands of criminal justice professionals primarily due to a lack of misunderstanding and 

misinterpretation of behavioral cues and in their belief, along with the belief of everyone 

else, that we can actually judge character and intentions based on known behaviors (Orth, 

2002) (Campbell, Wasco, Ahrens, Sefl, Barnes, 2001) (Barnett, 2015). 

 

In my experience working as a senior special agent and in CID leadership, I have 

witnessed police officers and even whole police agencies have advised victims that the 

perpetrator “is very sorry for what they have done and was crying in their jail cell” (or 

something to this effect).  These prisoners were often released due to their contrite 

behaviors as they were interpreted as “true remorse”.  It rarely is interpreted as “a 

predator”  working to hide their true intentions in order to get out of jail and to proceed 

with their lives.  Often, as we see again and again in domestic violence fatality cases, 

they proceed to successfully kill the one(s) perceived by them to be responsible for their 

troubles – the victim.  Their success can often be summed up to our own inability to 

recognize hidden motivations while thinking that we can. 

 

The background and development for this theory began at a very personal level for me in 

1985. A highly respected physician, senior military officer and Christian man befriended 

me and soon became one of my most trusted confidants, friend and mentor.  Over a 

period of well over a year, I got to know and learned to trust this man. We shared a great 

deal of time together and seemingly a great deal of ourselves.  I shared many personal 

things to include thoughts on my relationships, insecurities as a father, my challenges 

working in criminal justice and about my relationship with God. He seemed to be very 

open, honest and vulnerable. He “acted” like a good and generous man with many of the 

same values and morals that I was striving to live with. 
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There were no red flags. There were no suspicious behaviors. Not once did I question 

him. He truly “walked the walk” through his medical practice protocols where he often 

treated families experiencing poverty without charge.  He regularly allowed them to bring 

their children to him during non-business hours “to offer flexibility to struggling homes”.   

He was helpful and generous to others and appeared to be a truly decent man.  I was 

proud to call him my friend. 

      

Unfortunately, my belief in this man was shattered when we discovered that he was a sex 

offender. In fact, he was a very prolific serial sex offender who would prey on young 

unsuspecting patients. While examining the girls prior to surgery, he would fondle their 

chests and vaginal areas while praying with them “for the protection of their chastity”.  

 

This was a personal blow to my ego.  I question my very ability to be an officer of the 

law.  I had been working child abuse and sexual violence case for several years and 

thought I knew “what a predator was”.  How could I have been so fooled? How had I 

failed so dramatically to misjudge his character? Why didn’t I see the warning signs and 

red flags? I honestly considered leaving criminal justice because I felt like a failure.  And 

then, it occurred to me, these are the same questions that victims often contemplate as 

they struggle to wrap their minds around how their “trusted” person fooled them.  These 

were not new questions.  I was fooled because he intentionally fooled me.  In fact,  I now 

believe his friendship to me was a part of his carefully constructed public persona.  An 

officer of the law is pretty good “best friend” for someone who is trying to groom the 

community. 

 

Then, I started to ask different questions.  How do people fool others? How does the 

betrayal occur? I explored the literature, Goffman, Jung, Fraud, Luft and found one 

simple steam running through it all. Although, human behavior is complicated, the 

answers to these questions are relatively simple, the only thing we know about human 

behavior is what each individual chooses to share with us through their behaviors, 

actions, and words – everything else is unknown and calls for a deeper inquiry or 

investigation. 

 

 In his book Bad Men Do What Good Men Dream, Dr. Robert Simon stated: 

 

        “Jeffery Dahmer indeed seems to be the personification of evil, and strong evidence    

        against the thesis of this book…yet the sadistic traits seen in such serial     

        killers…have their tamer counterparts in patients who will never commit a sexually  

        sadistic crime of any kind, who are respectable persons, good mothers and fathers,  

        successful professionals. I have treated countless solid citizens who mentally torture  

        their spouses, children, elderly parents, and themselves, but would not dream of  

        raising a finger to physically harm anyone” (Simon, 1966). 

 

Theodore Bundy, one of the most celebrated serial killers of our time, was seemingly the 

very poster boy- a true gentlemen’s gentleman.  He “...was so photogenic and so 

articulate that many people concluded he could not have committed the crimes for which 

he’d been convicted. A handsome, intelligent young man who seemed, to some people, to 
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have considerable sex appeal, Bundy was painted by the media as a smooth guy, 

respected, clean, a former law student, a Mr. Nice Guy” (Ressler, Shachtman, 1992, p. 

63). 

 

Bill Cosby “...planned and executed his crimes, and ...Hollywood alliances and law 

enforcement ‘knew’ what Cosby was doing but did nothing to stop him.”  Cosby was “...a 

serial predator” living in a “nation that fervently wanted to put their faith in the innocence of 

‘American's Dad” (Egan, 2019).  Women have been reporting that Bill Cosby drugged and 

sexually assaulted them consistently and regular since the 1960s into the 2000’s.  There 

was almost 50 years’ worth of reporting, yet the victims were not believed, and no 

investigations of significance took place (LA Times, 2018).  

 

In 1969,  Bill Cosby had a comedy act called:  “Spanish Fly” where he joked about 

slipping a substance into a woman’s drink in order to rape her (Bowley, 2017).   He 

performed that act dozens of time, even on television in 1991 on the Larry King show.  In 

1990,  season 7 of the Cosby Show- shows a scene where they are making BBQ sauce 

and Dr. Huxtable asserts that the BBQ sauce makes people want to have sex.  He goes 

further to say that he keeps a cup of it on his wife’s night table (Luling, 2015). 

 

Larry Nassar, the great Olympic team physician, loved and admired by so many.  He  

used his well-developed first (public) persona to prey on others.  Much like my own 

friend, he used his profession to publicly illustrate his helpfulness and kindness to fool 

others (and to gain access to over 500 victims-close to 600 today) – which he did for 

decades.  

 

Most people that “knew” and respected him could not imagine he was one of the most 

prolific serial offenders ever caught- many stood beside him and defended him based on 

what their experience with him had been. In fact, even when victims reported their sexual 

assaults decades before they weren’t taken seriously. These earlier victims were 

dismissed by the university leaders and by law enforcement because responders did not 

believe that Dr. Larry Nassar was “capable” of doing what was being reported – they 

were all fooled by his first persona.  

 

It wasn’t until I provided specific training on the Theory of the Third Persona to the 

investigators and prosecutors involved in this case that they were able to peek behind the 

mask and uncover the hidden face of the third persona hidden deep within. When they 

began to investigate the third persona an entirely new understanding of what Dr. Larry 

Nassar was truly capable of became clear. This new understanding and debunking of his 

first persona deceptions cleared the way to a successful prosecution. Larry Nassar was 

held accountable and the victim/survivors received the justice and support they deserved.  

In fact, Angela Povilaitis specifically mentioned the theory of the third persona during 

her closing arguments (Povilaitis, 2018). 

 

What lurks beyond the mask of mankind? How is it that people such as my friend, Jeffery 

Dahmer, Ted Bundy, Bill Cosby, Larry Nassar and countless others fool society into 

believing they are trustworthy, honest, compassionate – and even nice and kind?  There 

are many many more powerful and famous men (and women) who have gotten away with 
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decades of sexual violence without harm because “we don’t believe” they are capable of 

such acts. 

 

Sigmund Freud made great advances in the studies of human behavior. One of his 

greatest theories, in my opinion,  is the “Id, Ego, and Super Ego”. This theory describes 

the development of human behaviors including the deep-seated desire (Id), the ideation 

and acceptance of realism (the Ego), and the conscious of man (the Super Ego) (Schultz, 

2000).  Although this theory is helpful in understanding the development of human 

behaviors and needs, it falls short in describing or understanding how we really recognize 

and apply the Id, Ego, and Super Ego in ourselves and provides much less understanding 

how these hypotheses are described and understood in the behaviors of others.  

 

Further, Freud asserts that this theory describes “unconscious behaviors”, ignoring the 

fact that many behaviors and actions are done with intention and in full consciousness 

(Schultz, 2000). Traditional human behavioral theories heavily rely on understanding the 

unconscious behaviors  in order to describe and explain the human condition. 

 

However, the understanding of conscious and intentional human behaviors and deceit 

used in hiding destructive and deviant behaviors is of greater importance to the 

criminologist, therapist and other professionals. While Freud was conceptualizing this 

theory in 1923, little has changed in the way we view and understand behavior in the 

realm of criminal justice as illustrated by the rape culture of victim blaming, we now live 

in.  This is what needs to change and why I simplified the psychology into terms that can 

be easily expressed and understood. 

 

We are all individuals who, to varying degrees, want to be accepted by others. This need 

for acceptance is motivated by many factors including love, nurturing, sexual need and 

desire, power, ego, lust, financial gain, voice, agency, stability....  We all learn, beginning 

at a very early age, to identify acceptable and non-acceptable behaviors. We all make 

choices in which behaviors we want to publicly embrace and which behaviors (often 

based on need) we choose to keep private. This choosing process is often subconscious, 

but it is also often intentional. 

 

The basic theory is that we are all, at least, three personas. These are all primarily 

intentional behaviors we choose to share with others dependent on the degree of 

acceptance of the individuals or groups we choose to share with. 

 

This theory differs from the hypothesis of Joseph Luft when he and Harry Ingham 

presented their model of the process of human interaction, they called the “Johari 

Window” (Luft, 1970,).  This model divides personal awareness into four different types, 

represented by four separate quadrants of a window. These four different types of 

awareness are: open (known to self and known to others); hidden (known to self and not 

known to others); blind (known to others and not known to self); and unknown (not 

known to other and not known to self) (See Figure 1). One of the major components of 

the Johari Window is that it illustrates relationship in terms of awareness, much of which 

is unconscious thought.  
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Although, this is true about some human interaction, I believe the majority of human 

interaction and deception is intentional and conscious thought. For example, using the 

Johari Model, individuals do not know the blind or unknown areas of their interaction 

with others, therefore; about half of what they hide is intentional while the other is 

unintentional. The theory of the third persona breaks human interaction down into three 

distinct areas of conscious thought based in the varying degrees of acceptance desired 

and achieved.  

 

The Johari Window is also used in understanding and correcting group interactions, much 

of which may be better understood using this model. The theory of the third persona is 

applied specifically to the individual conscious interaction of one with another or a group. 

The individual who is refusing to disclose particular areas of their persona with others 

generally knows why they are withholding that knowledge, information, and behaviors. 

 

The first persona is the public persona. These are the characteristics and behaviors we 

generally display around those professionals we work with, those we associate with as 

acquaintances such as the parent/ teacher association, sports activities, boy /girl scouts, 

church, and other non-intimate activities. The thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of this 

persona may also take on various forms, dependent on the type of group or activity the 

individual is participating in. They are almost always specifically designed to solicit 

positive feedback and acceptance. 

 

The second persona is the uninhibited persona. This is who we are when we are by 

ourselves or with others we believe have already accepted us to a great degree such as a 

spouse, children, family and close personal friends. When someone “yells, cries, or 

cusses” – they will tend to display these behaviors in the “comfort zone” of uninhibited. 

The degree in which we share within this persona is in direct relation to the belief of 

acceptance by the other person or persons in the uninhibited persona zone. The 

uninhibited nature of this persona is rarely, if ever, totally uninhibited. 

 

The third persona is the private persona. This is the most important persona to 

understand. All of us have secrets and behaviors we choose not to share with the general 

public or even others that may be close to us. We all have things we choose not share 

with anyone. Most of us have third personas that are socially harmless (a love for teen 

literature, self-medication, porn use, depression, loneliness, eating disorders, nose 

picking, eccentric hobbies...). For example, a man may truly enjoy ballot and may be 

deeply moved by such a performance, however he may choose not to disclose to his 

masculine community that this is one of his hobbies in order to avoid ridicule or shaming. 

Or perhaps a person may have also been terribly hurt in a past relationship and may 

choose, for the sake of comfort, not to share parts of the heart that may be vulnerable to 

perceived attacks or harm by others. The phrase “guarding one’s heart” would be a good 

example of this type of withholding.  
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The third persona is where we may understand the context as to “why” a victim chose 

“not to report” or “why” a victim decided not to move forward in the prosecution.  It is 

the home of shame, vulnerability, self-blame - all barriers and walls that effectively 

maintain silence and maintain the appearance of protection. 

 

On the other hand, some people harbor dark intentions full of violence and illegal 

activity.  In the third persona lies the heart of intent, especially criminal intent. This is 

where criminal, maladaptive or deviant behaviors that may be harmful to others are often 

fantasized about, rehearsed,  and conducted – in secret.  This is the space in which rape 

fantasy turns into rape actualized or murders are plotted and carried out... this is where 

many people truly thrive.  These people use the first and second personas as guises that 

hide their illicit behavior. 

 

Application of this theory can be as imaginative as the individual attempting to apply it. 

This paradigm has far reaching effects in the study and understanding of human 

behaviors and reactions to life events and experiences.  

 

Listed below are but a few examples of applications: 

 

➣Criminal investigations:  As criminal investigators, it’s the third person we should be 

investigating. Although friends, relatives, and acquaintances often believe that “they 

know” the person we are investigating, and “could not possibly” have participated in the 

crime(s) they are suspected of committing.  We need to pause and consider that our 

suspect may not have shared their second and often times third persona with the people 

around them who are judging them either capable or incapable of committing acts they 

are reported to have committed.  If we don’t do our job to see past the first and majority 

of the second persona to the third persona – we will often miss the truth – because the 

real truth is often found in the deepest recesses of the third persona. The challenge is that 

it is difficult and sometimes impossible to uncover the third persona because access is 

usually denied by the individual we are investigating, and we are reliant on corroboration 

and other deep investigation tools.It is therefore incumbent on the skilled professional to 

sincerely gain the trust of the person of interest to enable that person to share what they 

may otherwise continue to conceal. 

 

➣Dating:  A classroom full of elementary school children were asked the question: 

“what is a date?” An eight-year-old boy replied by saying “that’s when two people go out 

to dinner and lie to each other enough to get a second dinner”. Many people who date 

often begin their dating experiences by trying to figure out what the other person likes 

and dislikes, then tries to be the person the other person will accept.  In other words, they 

develop a first persona just for their dating partner and carry that person through the 

beginning phases of the relationship – sometimes until after marriage. Often it is only 

after the couple is married or living together that the second persona begins to fully 

appear. This can cause a significant strain on the relationship because “the person they 

fell in love with” is often only a part or none of the actual person they married. It is also 
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within this intimate relationship that elements of the third persona are either intentionally 

or unintentionally revealed sometimes cause further strain in the relationship.  

 

➣Domestic Violence:  As the couple begins to discover the other personas, and as stress 

and tension increases, the deception of the first persona continues with friends and 

family, which may serve to further isolate the victim. As the victim may share some of 

the abusive traits with others, the others may have difficulty believing that the abuser is 

truly capable of the abuse because they believe the first persona that “they know” is the 

depth and breadth of the character of the accused. This causes second-guessing on the 

part of the victim and disbelief of others who may not be willing or able to provide 

counsel or support because of their own disbelief in the behaviors described. It is often in 

this situation that the third persona of the abuser flourishes and can become quite 

dangerous and even lethal. Unfortunatley, it is also during this time that the abuser 

usually significantly increases their efforts to further groom friends, co-workers and 

family members while the victim is sometimes displaying unusual behaviors the abuser 

quickly exploits in an attempt to be the “sane one” and the hero. 

 

➣Breaking the cycle of abuse:  Understanding the theory of the third person can be 

extremely helpful in breaking the cycle of abuse. While there are many reasons why a 

victim is not able to leave an abusive relationship, one is certainly “love”. If the victim 

can be helped to understand that the person they are trying to please, the person they are 

trying to “win back” may never have existed in the first place, they may be able to give 

up the hope of “being good enough” or winning back the first persona they fell in love 

with. Without this hope and subsequent guilt that comes from believing they can change 

the abuser through their own behaviors, they may be able to transcend this particular 

barrier.  

 

➣Sexual Abuse:  Most sexual abuse (including child sexual abuse) occurs in the secrecy 

of the third persona. Many perpetrators literally hide behind the mask of well-defined and 

exceptionally honed first and second personas. The masks easily fool many people, 

including helping professionals and law enforcement. Victims make judgements on the 

behavior they see and experience. Perpetrators of sexual violence are often experts at 

hiding their true intentions. They deceive their potential victims and almost everyone else 

around them. They gain trust – this is what they often do best. When the trust is gained, 

they often exploit that trust by placing their potential victim(s) in vulnerable states and 

positions. Victims frequently deeply trust that their friend, colleague or partner would 

never harm them or take advantage of their trust. Once that trust is violated the victim 

survivor is devastated and humiliated. They blame themselves for trusting the offender.  

 

Victim/survivors often turn that self-blame into self-hate which can cause great harm to 

their mental and emotional health. Victim/survivors are frequently blamed for their “lack 

of judgement” when in reality they could not have possibley known the secret intentions 

of their perpetrator in most instances.  In understanding the theory of third persona, we 

can readily see and understand that it is our collective responsibility to look beyond the 

masks and search out the third persona. Once unmasked, the sexual abuse cannot 

continue without great ramifications for the offenders.  
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➣Spiritual:  It is my belief that people are happier and at peace with themselves and 

others the closer the three personas are within their won psyche. If the first and third 

personas are vastly different from each other, the individual may be extremely conflicted, 

especially if the second persona has a well-defined conscious (Super Ego). Much time, 

energy, and fretting will occur under this circumstance. One the other hand, if all three 

personas are close and fairly congruent, the people are much more at peace within 

themselves.  They are closer to truly living an authentic and vulnerable life. 

 

➣Preventing Crime:  If we understand and accept what we don’t know, we can take 

actions to protect ourselves. It is in the misperception of believing we can truly judge 

human character that we actually become more vulnerable. Therefore, the understanding 

that people are often not who they always seem to be, that many people have secret 

fantasies, desires, secrets, and intentions, can assist us in developing strategies of defense 

based on more realistic expectations. If we can understand that we cannot reasonably 

predict human behaviors in most circumstances, we can defend others, and ourselves 

simply be seeing the truth and determining trustworthiness not on what we see and know, 

but on what we don’t see and what we don’t know.  We can understand that we may need 

to develop levels of trust intead of an “all or nothing” trust. As members of criminal 

justice, it can be very vulnerable to admit that we are not in control of other people’s 

behavior and that we cannot successfully predict crimes against persons- yet when we do 

admit this a weight is lifted and we are more able to move forward with a deeper sense of 

truth. 

 

➣Understanding Victimization:  It is in the understanding of the theory of the third 

persona that we can truly appreciate and understand not only the victimization process, 

but also the reactions of the victims to the criminal acts. We can also assist the 

victim/survivor in understanding their own victimization and that the trust they placed in 

the offender is not entirely their fault.  This will relieve some of their own guilt and 

increase the probability that instead of wasting too much time blaming themselves, they 

can appreciate the need to look beyond the surface personas and provide better protection 

for themselves and others in the future. 

 

➣Therapy:  During the therapeutic process, understanding and honesty between the 

therapist and client is crucial to a successful completion of therapeutic goals. This 

relationship is, in large part, the ethical responsibility of the therapist to establish and 

maintain a good, sound therapeutic relationship between the clinician and the patient. The 

corner stone of this relationship is trust. As the process begins, the client (and the 

therapist for that matter) will generally start out by sharing only the first persona. As the 

therapeutic relationship progresses the client will generally progress quite easily to the 

second persona. As treatment continues to progress, discomfort and lack of trust on the 

part of the client (and at times on the part of the clinician) may inhibit disclosure of some 

or all of the third person. Therefore, the clinician must be aware of this phenomenon and 

develop strategies that will encourage the client to share the third person openly. It is 

understood that the majority of the clinical discovery’s, problems, and therapeutic 
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solutions will only occur with disclosure of the third persona by the client. It is in this 

disclosure that therapeutic “breakthroughs” are most likely to occur. 

 

Ignorance is bliss – and extremely dangerous. Most people would rather concentrate on 

seeing the “best” in others. This unfortunately creates a dangerous and sometimes deadly 

situation. “It seems impossible to convince people that private behavior cannot be 

predicted from public behavior. Kind, nonviolent individuals behave well in public, but 

so do many people who are brutal behind the scenes.” (Saulter, 2003) Many people 

believe that if a person is helpful, kind, empathetic, and nice – they are also honest and 

trustworthy. This is simply not true, in fact, often times these attributes are only found in 

the first and parts of the second personas and are sometimes displayed only for the 

benefits of acceptance and betrayal. We may never truly know anyone else, or even fully 

know ourselves. We must understand and apply the theory of the third persona and 

attempt to discover all three in the individuals we place our love, trust, and confidence in. 

We must also recognize the third personas within ourselves if we hope to ever change 

those behaviors and fantasies within us.  

 

I was not wrong for misjudging the character of the physician I befriended, but I, as we 

all do, need to understand and appreciate we really don’t fully know anyone. From this 

we can develop an understanding that trust is not earned by being nice, helpful, kind, or 

empathetic. Trust must be earned through honesty and openness of the individual seeking 

the trust – but even then – we may not truly know the truth behind the masks.  

 

As law enforcement officials, mental health and other helping professionals, we must 

understand and embrace the theory of the third persona and apply it to our professional 

insights, investigations, and interventions and teach it to others. If we do, we will make a 

greater difference in protecting ourselves, and the society we serve. 

 

It is with great hope that in sharing the “theory of the third persona” that many victims 

will be better protected by knowing the truth. Even more important than this, it is my 

hope that those of us in helping professions can assist in developing more effective safety 

plans and provide better advise and support to the judicial system and mental healthcare 

organizations if we can accept the honest truth that we don’t know everything and that 

it’s often more important to know what we don’t know, rather than fixate our thoughts 

and attitudes only on what we think we do know. 
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Figure 1. The Johari Window 
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